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1. National Reports: DECEMBER 2007

2. MEM Impact Report: JUNE 2007
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MEM - FOURTH EVALUATION ROUND

1. National Reports - 34

- MEM Unit preparing 34 draft narrative national reports using responses to questionnaires and FATF, CATF and GAFISUD reports.
- First GEG meeting - March 2007.
- Second GEG meeting - July 2007.

MEM - FOURTH EVALUATION ROUND

2. MEM Impact Report

- First of its kind.
- Drafted by the GEG with support from the MEM Unit, based on country inputs and the evolution of the mechanism itself.
- To be presented to CICAD in May 2007 for review and approval.
- To present to Foreign Ministers at OAS General Assembly in June 2007.
2. MEM Impact Report: Draft Outline

a. Introduction
b. Background
c. Impact of MEM on member states
d. Fulfillment of the “Anti Drug Strategy in the Hemisphere” goals
e. General Overview of Member States Participation
f. Conclusions

A. INTRODUCTION

Rationale for the report
B. BACKGROUND
- Historical overview of the MEM
- Characteristics
- Objectives/goals
- Structure
- Process
- Changes over the past Evaluation Rounds

C. IMPACT OF MEM ON MEMBER STATES
- Countries’ perception of how MEM has influenced the country’s approach to combating their drug problem (achievements and benefits).
- Numbers and types of recommendations: trends.
- Recommendations implemented and in progress.
- Assistance projects: trends, analysis, impact on countries.
D. FULFILLMENT OF THE “ANTI DRUG STRATEGY IN THE HEMISPHERE GOALS”

- Demand Reduction
- Supply Reduction
- Control Measures

E. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF MEMBER STATES PARTICIPATION

Countries’ participation rates:
- in responding to questionnaires
- at GEG meetings
- at IWG sessions
2. MEM Impact Report: Draft Outline

F. CONCLUSIONS
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